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Handling random errors and biases in methods used for short-term dietary assessment

Manejo de erros aleatórios e vieses em métodos de avaliação de dieta de curto período

ABSTRACT

Epidemiological studies have shown the effect of diet on the incidence of chronic diseases; however, proper planning, designing, and statistical modeling are necessary to obtain precise and accurate food consumption data. Evaluation methods used for short-term assessment of food consumption of a population, such as tracking of food intake over 24h or food diaries, can be affected by random errors or biases inherent to the method. Statistical modeling is used to handle random errors, whereas proper designing and sampling are essential for controlling biases. The present study aimed to analyze potential biases and random errors and determine how they affect the results. We also aimed to identify ways to prevent them and/or to use statistical approaches in epidemiological studies involving dietary assessments.

The assessment of food consumption and nutrient intake involves systematic and random errors that are inherent to the method used for data collection, which can be obtained either by a 24-h food record (R24h) or by maintaining a food diary (FD). Information obtained from a single R24h or FD does not represent the usual food intake. Proper representation of the usual food intake depends on the cooperation of the participant and on the number of reported days. Nevertheless, means obtained from several replicate observations may display high variability that could lead to errors in the portion of the population that reports unusual food intake. Thus, data obtained from a single day or several days are susceptible to errors, which can be minimized using a proper statistical approach and by adequate sampling.

When the error originates from variations in individual food choices, which may simply differ from one day to another, the error is characterized as random and is common to all individuals in a population. However, apart from individual characteristics, other factors affect the variability in food consumption, including the level of development of the country where the study is being performed, specific characteristics of the population, and methods used for data collection. When these factors affect the results, the event is referred to as bias and is no longer referred to as a random error. Examples of biases include differences in calorie intake in the summer versus that in the winter or calorie intake on weekdays versus that on weekends and also when obese individuals under-report food consumption. In addition, biases can be related to study outcomes; in case-control studies, individuals included as cases may report food intake differently from those included as control.

Both random and systematic errors may affect data analysis and the interpretation of results.

The objective of this study was to analyze potential biases and random errors as well as their effect on the results. In addition, we aimed to identify methods to prevent them and/or use statistical approaches in epidemiological studies involving dietary assessments.

Food Frequency Questionnaires (FFQ) usually rely on the use of R24h and FD as standard assessment tools, and the strategies used in these questionnaires determine the accuracy and precision of the method. It is important that the investigator, at the time of sample planning, recognizes the variability in food consumption for a given individual and the need to use more than one tool for characterizing the routine diet. This will minimize potential biases and ensure the statistical power of the study. In this case, the investigator needs to calculate the proper sampling size and determine the number of observations to be obtained by an individual on the basis of the ratio between the values calculated for intra- and inter-individual variations for specific nutrients.

One of the methods used to calculate the number of days required to estimate the usual food intake is based on the correlation between the expected and usual intake \[d = (\hat{r}^2 / (1 - \hat{r}^2)) \sigma_w/\sigma_b\], where \(d\) is the number of data collection days per individual, \(\hat{r}\) is the expected correlation between usual and observed values, and \(\sigma_w/\sigma_b\) is the ratio between the intra- and inter-individual variation. The higher the \(\hat{r}\) value, the greater is the proportion of individuals that are correctly classified; in contrast, the lower the ratio between the variations, the lower is the number of days required for proper classification of the individuals.
A second method is based on the calculation of the confidence level of estimations of food intake, expressed as percentages \( d = (Z_o CV_o/D_o)^2 \), where \( d \) is the number of days required by an individual that, when normal, assumes the value of 1.96; \( CV_o \) is the coefficient of intra-individual variation calculated by dividing the intra-individual variation by the mean food intake; and \( D_o \) is the specified level of error (confidence level) that could vary between 10.0% to 30.0%.

When the calculation is not performed, the interpretation of the no significant results can be confirmed by estimating the statistical power, obtained by the number of replicate observations.

The estimation of the sampling size can be obtained from results in studies performed with similar populations. For example, in adult Japanese women, the number of days required for obtaining reliable food intake data varied between 3 and 10 days when R24h was used to estimate the intake of energy and macronutrients. The study of nutrients with high variability of intake, such as cholesterol and vitamins A and C, may require 20 to 50 records. Assuming that the error in the estimation of intake varies between 10.0% and 20.0%, the number of assessment days would be as follows: 10 and three days for energy intake; 91 and 23 days for cholesterol intake; 118 and 30 days for zinc intake.

Based on the assumption that food intake data are free of biases, statistical modeling can attenuate the inherent variability. The method proposed by the National Research Council (1986) generated at least six other methods: the Slob method (1993), Wallace (1994), original and modified Buck methods (1995), Nusser (2000), Gay (2000), and N-Nusser; more recently, other methods have been proposed. The table below describes different statistical modeling methods used to adjust the variability in food intake in a step-by-step manner. This table is based on the original work published by Dodd et al; however, it is also supplemented with information from the Statistical Program to Assess Dietary Exposure (SPADE) and Multiple Source Method (MSM).

Additional details about the development of methods included in the National Research Council-Institute of Medicine, Iowa State University (ISU), Best-Power, Iowa State University Foods (ISUF), MSM, and SPADE can be obtained from the specific references (Table). Other methods have been described, adapted, or remodeled. The Slob method showed disadvantages with regard to the correction of intra-individual variability losses, affecting the mean at the lower percentiles. The Buck method reproduced the asymmetry found in the original data. Consequently, the statistical software Age-mode was improved in 2006 (readapted to generate the SPADE software) to estimate the usual food intake (Table). Unlike other models, SPADE describes food intake as a direct correlation with age, showing differences in the scope of results for children when compared with the ISU method. The MSM method can be used to estimate sporadic food intake for QFA and for food propensity questionnaires. However, this approach also showed some issues associated with remains from regression models that are not normally distributed. This model is also being improved.

### FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Food intake data are susceptible to random errors and should be subjected to statistical modeling for obtaining precise estimations and for a proper interpretation of the results. For most studies, the choice of methods may not have a significant effect on the results; however, more current methods such as ISUF, MSM, and SPADE can be used. The MSM method is the preferred choice for evaluating the sporadic intake of food or nutrients. An
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCR/IOM</th>
<th>ISU</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>ISUF</th>
<th>MSM</th>
<th>SPADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 0: Initial data adjustment**

Subject the R24h data to \( \text{Power} \) or \( \text{log} \) transformation until the data approach the normal distribution.

Adjust the observed R24h to no individual bias such as seasons of the year, days of the week, and effect of sampling.

Build a two-stage transformation so that the modified R24h data approach the normal distribution.

Adjust the observed R24h to no individual bias such as seasons of the year, days of the week, and effect of sampling.

Build a two-stage transformation so that the modified R24h data approach the normal distribution.

Estimate the distribution of the probability of intake for a given day on the basis of the relative frequency of R24h values that are different from zero.

Apply Box-Cox transformation so that data approach the normal distribution.

Place the R24h zero values aside and adjust the observed R24h to no individual bias such as seasons of the year, days of the week, and effect of sampling.

Build a two-stage transformation so that the modified R24h data approach the normal distribution.

**Step 1: Description of the relationship between individual R24h data and usual food intake**

There is no bias in the estimation of transformed usual intake on the basis of R24h data (assumption A).

There is no bias in the estimation of usual intake in the no transformed scale on the basis of R24h data (assumption B).

There is no bias in the estimation of usual intake in the no transformed scale on the basis of R24h data (assumption B).

Usual intake corresponds to the probability of consumption in a given day multiplied by the total usual intake for a given day.

One R24h measures the intake exactly equal to zero.

There is no bias in the estimation of usual intake in the no transformed scale on the basis of R24h data (assumption B).

Estimate the probability of intake using logistic regression and the total daily intake using linear regression.

Assemble a fractional polynomial model for no transformed data.

Continue
Continuation

Step 2: Separation of the total variation of the R24h data into intra- and inter-individual variations

The intra-individual variation is the same for all individuals.

The intra-individual variation may vary among individuals.

The intra-individual variation is the same for all individuals.

Transformed remains are used to estimate the inter- and intra-individual variations, which are then used to convert the mean intake of an individual to an overall mean.

Obtain a mixed-effects fractional polynomial model to separate the inter- and intra-individual variability on the basis of age.

Step 3: Estimation of the distribution of usual intake taking intra-individual variation into account

Assemble a group of intermediate values, which retain the variability of the transformed R24h data among individuals.

Inverse transformation: apply the inverse function of the initial value to each intermediate value.

The inverse of the empirical distribution corresponds to the distribution of usual intake.

Assemble a group of intermediate values, which retain the variability of the transformed R24h data among individuals.

Inverse transformation: apply the inverse function of the two-stage transformation, in parallel to adjusting biases, and correct each intermediate value in a normal scale to obtain the original scale.

The inverse of the empirical distribution corresponds to the distribution of usual intake.

Assemble a group of intermediate values, which retain the variability of the transformed R24h data among individuals.

Inverse transformation: apply the inverse function of the two-stage transformation, in parallel to adjusting biases; concomitant to bias adjustment, mathematically describe the original distribution of the usual daily intake.

The inverse of the empirical distribution corresponds to the distribution of usual intake.

Inverse transformation: integrate nonnegative whole values of the Box-Cox parameters.

Mathematically combine the distribution of the daily intake with the estimated distribution of the probability of intake to obtain the group of intermediate values that represent usual intake, while assuming that usual intake and daily intake are statistically independent variables.

The inverse of the empirical distribution corresponds to the distribution of usual intake.

Identify discrepant values using the Grubbs method.

Test residual normality and data distribution by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test using the statistical model S-plus.

Check λ distribution.

Identified discrepant values are eliminated, and previous steps are repeated.

Inverse transformation: apply inverse transformation with a quadratic Gaussian function (Monte Carlo Simulations).

Source: adapted from Dodd et al., 2006.

R24h: 24-h food record; FD: food diary; NRC: National Research Council; IOM: Institute of Medicine; ISU: Iowa State University; BP: Best-Power; ISUF: Iowa State University foods.

Additional Data Description – MSM: Multiple Source Method; SPADE: Statistical Program to Assess Dietary Exposure.
improved version of this method will soon be available. A proper study design and sample selection can help minimize biases. It is important that selected characteristics such as nutritional and health status, days of the week, and seasons of the year are proportional and heterogeneous to avoid sampling-related systematic errors. The number of replicate observations of R24h and the sample size can be estimated on the basis of the variability in the nutrient intake among individuals. For example, nutrients that are present in most food types, such as macronutrients, require a lower number of replicate observations because of less variability among these observations. When the purpose of the study is to evaluate the overall food intake of a population, larger samples with a lower number of replicate observations may be sufficient to generate reliable data. However, in validation studies, where the variability among individuals is critical because it serves as the reference to evaluate data validity, the use of a higher number of replicate observations is preferred.
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